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We are KL11. 
We help build brands.



We are KL11.
We help honest people 
and brands build 
effective strategies and 
hardworking identities. 

http://kl11.in


Brand Strategy

We work with you to develop your 

mission, find your audience,  

and help offer them your best. We 

suggest the best way forward for  

your business, keeping in mind what  

your customer wants, understanding  

their challenges, goals and their context.  

By appropriately addressing  

your target market, we help you 

communicate better, be unique  

and get ahead of your competition.

Brand Collaterals

Collaterals help you make your brand 

presence felt at various points where 

customers see and interact with 

your business. Collaterals include 

business cards, letterheads, invitations, 

envelopes, stickers, seals, billing 

invoices, posters, flyers, identity cards, 

button badges, tote bags, T-shirts, 

livery on branded vehicles, storefronts, 

interior decor and more.

Our approach to designing collaterals 

is consistency-driven, with meticulous 

attention to detail—from typography, to 

using appropriate production processes 

and materials.

Brand Identity

A hardworking brand identity 

programme keeps the brand running 

well, helping it deliver on its promises. 

The identity is not yours alone, it works 

for your customers too.

Working with you, based on strategy, 

research and insights, we build a 

structured identity system  

that includes a memorable brand name,  

logo, wordmark, typography,  

colour palette and a guideline for  

using these brand assets consistently.

Branding

THE
Basics



Store Design

Physical spaces work best to  

start a long-lasting relationship 

with your customer. Well-designed 

spaces are great opportunities 

to care, delight and inspire. 

Our retail offering aims to ensure the 

customer has a wholesome experience 

and includes complete store design with 

bespoke furniture, display systems, 

ambient music curation, lighting and 

site-specific signage. 

OFFLiNE  
PREsENcE

Packaging Design

Visual and structural design that  

addresses its impact on the 

environment, protection of the product, 

maximum visibility on shelves and 

optimum use of space during transport 

makes for a cost-effective and appealing 

product presentation. 

Our promise to your customer is an 

exciting and informing unboxing 

experience that matches the quality  

of the product.

Printed Matter

Print is alive. Thoughtfully produced 

catalogues, annual reports, brochures, 

look-books and coffee-table books have 

found a niche in our increasingly digital 

world; they offer a distraction-free space 

for immersive content. Well crafted 

printed objects are collectible items with 

a life-span longer than that of a shared 

electronic message. 

Our content-first approach to printed 

matter helps tell your brand’s story the 

way it deserves to be told.

Brand Extension



Photos and Videos

To tell your brand’s story better 

and represent your brand values 

appropriately, we spend time capturing 

unique images and videos from its 

real environment. In contrast, most 

free stock photos and videos don’t do 

justice to what your business does. 

They miss this real context where your 

brand works, and they undervalue, 

overpromise to and mislead your 

audience, missing an opportunity to 

genuinely connect with them. We help 

make that connection happen.

Website

In this age of everything-a-search-

away, people often judge your brand 

based on how your website behaves. 

We believe the key to creating engaging 

user experiences online is providing 

great content supported by a robust 

information architecture. 

 

We craft websites that work well,  

while looking beautiful across devices 

and platforms.

Social Media

Social platforms are ubiquitous 

and are often the first place your 

customers get to know you. We design 

visual identity assets like profile 

images, cover images, biographies, 

templates, stickers and bespoke filters 

to use across your favorite online 

social channels for a consistent, 

relate-able brand personality.

ONLiNE  
PREsENcE



No magic tricks. We take pride in 

keeping you informed through every 

stage of our project process. 

ResearchListen Strategise Design ImplementRefine

How We Work

THE PROcEss

PHasE 1 PHasE 2 PHasE 3



Rebels with a Cause

Supriya Menon and Prithviraj Sukumaran, the 

journalist-actor power couple, were looking to give 

back to cinema with a new film production company 

of their own. Prithviraj Productions intends to invest 

in films they believe would take Malayalam cinema 

to newer, richer heights.

We helped them formulate and cement their 

brand values, and on that foundation, built a set 

of brand assets to truly reflect their rebel spirit of 

experimentation and celebrate their unconventional 

stance. We also created an extensive brand program 

document setting down basic guidelines for using 

colours, typography and language.

mORE aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/prithvirajproductions/


Putting the ‘K’ Back in Quality

Kalite (quality in Turkish) are home automation 

and home-theatre experts with an enviable roster of 

clients from architecture studios overseeing large 

projects to private homes welcoming networked 

devices to their homes.

Kalite trusted us with improving their visual 

identity and putting basic brand assets in order. We 

retained the memorable aspects of the old brand and 

thoroughly modernised the wordmark for the age 

of IoTs and cars in space. Two new brand colours, 

conspicuously placed notches and a bold visual 

implementation on stationery later, a brand new 

Kalite is open for business at Stories, Kochi.

sEE mORE aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/kalite/


Kozhi-code Ninjas 

Fellow Kozhikodan entrepreneur Noufal Ibrahim 

trusted us with the brand identity and visual 

assets design for Hamon, a cutting edge software 

development firm that takes its name from the 

distinct visual effect on hardened steel blades  

(like that of the Katana). 

We built them a visual design system referencing 

their attention to detail and honoring Noufal’s keen 

interest in the practice of calligraphy. We paired 

the sharp-edged wordmark with a well-rounded 

monospaced typeface from Grilli. The colours are a 

nod to well-worn metal artefacts crafted with care.

sEE mORE aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/hamon-identity/


People Metrics 

For the past three years, we’ve been working with the 

good people at Quest Alliance, a Bangalore-based 

organisation helping India’s youth find better and 

more fulfilling jobs.

We have helped design three years of annual reports, 

rethinking the format and content, helping them  

cut production costs to about 25% of what it used 

to be. We also built for them online versions of the 

report with hyperinks and richer (audio, video) 

media embedded.

sEE mORE aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/quest-annual-report-2017/


MT’s Universe for Deshabhimani

M.T. Vasudevan Nair (‘MT’ to Malayalees) is 

a titan of literature in Kerala. A recipient of 

countless awards (we transported three truckfuls 

to the exhibition venue; we know) including the 

Padma Bhushan in 2005, the Jnanpith in 1995 

and multiple National Film Awards, MT is the 

pride of a populace that adores the writer as 

much as his oeuvre. 

We were asked to curate and design an 

exhibition around his life and work for 

Deshabhimani, a popular daily. We planned, 

designed and saw the event through at the 

Lalithakala Akademy Art Gallery.

sEE mORE aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/mtvasudevannair-exhibition/


Power to People

Next Global set out to unburden people 

and companies everywhere by taking 

the nightmare out of paperwork. 

We streamlined their brand 

architecture, renamed and redesigned  

a compelling brand experience  

around their flagship product, now 

called OfficeKit. The quirky symbol  

references the logotype and serves  

as a unique identifier within  

the application category.

sEE PROjEcT aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/officekit/


Celebrating Autumn with Asian Paints

Proud of flaunting the colours of our culture,  

we were excited to team up with a company that 

breathes colour into millions of homes. 

Asian paints asked us to help its customers and 

contractors choose colours with confidence.  

Two months and a number of iterations with 

painters later, we wrote, shot and put together  

a handy booklet celebrating the colours of  

autumn in Kerala.

sEE PROjEcT aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/vasanthavarnnangal/


Twenty-five Years Later

IITR batch of 1989 was meeting up  

twenty five years after their initial union  

at the campus. KL11 illustrated, planned 

and designed a memorial publication, 

apparel graphics and helped them with 

print production and logistics.

sEE PROjEcT aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/IITR-yearbook/


Garmenz

Our neighbours at #6BCB, Garmenz 

is a clothing store that specialises in 

sourcing and creating custom-stitched 

outfits for women. We helped them 

with the naming, brand identity and 

designed the store space with highly 

functional, modular units.

sEE PROjEcT aT kL11.iN »

http://kl11.in/work/garmenz/


— Mishal is a business designer helping 

companies build hardworking brands. 

He brings an understanding of materials 

and systems and an obsession with 

tolerances to everything he does. He 

worked with hardware startups and 

taught engineering undergraduates 

before co-founding KL11.

Master’s: Product design, Mitid, Pune
Mechanical engineering, aec, Bhatkal

Bachelor’s: FilM and Video, nid, ahMedaBad Master’s: interaction design, idc
Bachelor’s: graPhic design, nid

— Abhijith is a communication designer 

and amateur letterpress printmaker.  

He helped make books, rebrand  

a motorcyle company and managed  

to put baked bricks on magazine covers 

before heading home to KL11, where  

he writes prose and code and lives  

under a rock.

— Basim illustrates and animates 

when not working on his film and 

photography projects. He is the in-house 

authority on film trivia and far-off 

cultures even when our decent internet 

connection is working. He resets 

his biological clock more often than 

previously thought humanly possible.

PEOPLE aT kL11
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We are KL11.
We look forward to 
working with you!
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